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Abstract.  Most of the analyzed textbooks are based on the communicative method of teaching the 
German language, and conditional communicative exercises predominate in them. In conditional 
communicative tasks, grammatical, lexical and phonetic forms are trained in the context of a 
simulated situation and assimilation occurs naturally, while in conditional speech exercises the forms 
are taken out of context, in isolation, in order to achieve automaticity in the use of these forms by 
students. The number of conditional speech exercises in the analyzed textbooks varies. 
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Introduction In addition to simple formulations of conditional speech tasks, the analyzed textbooks 
contain composite microtexts, as well as blocks of tasks united by the common goal of developing 
the skill of conscious and automatic use of grammatical, lexical or phonetic forms. Let's look at 
examples. 
a) Hör zu und sprich genau nach 
b) Hör zu, sprich nach und klatsch mit (Planetino 1, S. 11) 
This example of a phonetic conditional speech task contains two components in which the 
addressee is encouraged to perform five actions. The first component encourages two actions: listen 
to the text (hör zu) and repeat (sprich genau nach), the second component encourages three actions, 
the last of which (klatsch mit), from a methodological point of view, serves for a more visual 
understanding of the rhythm of the German sentence by the student - a technique used in teaching 
phonetics 
Laute und Buchstaben: sch 

a. Hör zu und sprich genau nach 
b. So übtst du das sch:  
c. Lies laut, dann hör zu und wiederhole. (Planetino 1, S. 35)  

This text of the formulation of the conditional speech exercise can be called polycode or creolized, 
since it is represented not only by the text of the instructions, but also contains an image. The image 
is indicated by point b (So übst du das sch:), the image itself serves for clarity, which is explained 
by the psycholinguistic characteristics of the target audience of the textbook: visibility is one of the 
basic principles of teaching children a foreign language (see: Appendix, Figure 2.2). 
Stadtplan von Kleve  

a. Hör zu, zeig auf dem Stadtplan mit und sprich nach. 
b. Deck die Wörter zu. Hör zu und antworte laut.  
c. Hör zu und klatsch mit. Welches Wort ist das? (Planetino 3, S. 41) 
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In the above example of a composite instruction for a conditional speech phonetic exercise, the 
principle of cultural awareness-raising orientation, characteristic of many modern textbooks on the 
German language, is implemented. The tasks are aimed at developing listening and pronunciation 
skills, expanding vocabulary using mnemonics (listening, speaking, clapping). Receptive action is 
followed by productive action: zeig auf dem Stadtplan mit und sprich nach; deck die Wörter zu, hör 
zu, antworte; hör zu, klatsch mit. The learning activities are logically divided into points, so the 
formulation has 3 components. The first component is represented by a simple imperative sentence 
in which performative verbs are in the form of the 2nd person singular imperative, which is a sign 
of being directed at the child addressee. The second component is represented by two simple 
sentences in which 3 actions are programmed. The second and third actions (Hör zu und antworte 
laut) are logically combined and separated from the first action (Deck die Wörter zu), and 
imperative sentences with verbs in the form of the 2nd person singular imperative are also used. 
The third component is represented by two sentences. The first simple imperative sentence 
programs two actions. The second sentence is interrogative; it indirectly encourages action of a 
productive nature, namely, to name the word heard, and also limits the scope of information search. 
Conditional speech exercises in the text of the textbook can follow each other, and also include 
elements of communicative exercises, for example, 
Nomen: Akkusativ 

a. Markieren Sie die Verben und die Artikel im Dialog.  
b. Sammeln Sie an der Tafel. Lesen Sie die Sätze laut. 
c. Nominativ – Akkusativ: Was ist anders? (Berliner Platz neu 1, S.57) 

Ein Essen planen: einkaufen, kochen.  
a. Schreiben Sie Sätze 
b. Sprechen Sie im Kurs (Berliner Platz neu 1, S.57)  

These two examples of microtexts of instructions for conditional speech grammar tasks belong to the 
macrotext of one textbook and follow each other. The communicative and methodological tasks of 
one task cannot be fully determined without knowledge of the goals and objectives of another task. 
Exercises to develop the grammatical skill of using accusative forms of nouns, like many other 
exercises, are multifunctional. Other objectives of the exercises are: training speaking and writing 
skills, developing the skill of conscious use of forms. The learning object of the first task is dialogue, 
as indicated by the noun in the role of adverbial place (im Dialog). The incentive in the first 
component of the formulation is expressed by an imperative sentence using the grammatical form of 
the polite imperative (Sie-Imperativ) of the verb markieren. The verb markieren is transitive and 
requires an accusative complement, in this case these are two homogeneous accusative complements: 
die Verben und die Artikel. The second component is represented by two simple common imperative 
imperative sentences, the form of the imperative verbs is the same as in the first component. The 
sentences are complicated by the adverbial place in the first sentence (an der Tafel) and the adverbial 
manner of action in the second sentence (laut). The circumstance of the place indicates the tool that 
must be used to complete the task. The word laut serves as an additional, optional, pointer to how the 
educational action should be performed. The educational goal of the last component of the first 
formulation of the task, expressed in two sentences, is to develop the skill of conscious use of forms. 
The communicative goal - an incentive to reflect on the forms of grammatical forms of the accusative 
and nominative - is expressed using a nominative sentence (Nominativ - Akkusativ) and a special 
question (Was ist anders?). The question about the function of the incentive, unlike the imperative 
sentence, is not categorical: the incentive is expressed indirectly, and its communicative setting 
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cannot be clear based on the meaning of the performative verb. Requesting information in the form 
of a question is divergent in nature; it encourages cognitive activity and expression of opinion. 

The learning object of the second task is a series of verbs that require an  common simple sentences 
that are logically isolated as two components separated by one common learning object, and that are 
graphically separated by clauses a and b. The motivation in both components of the formulation is 
expressed by imperative sentences. The performative verbs schreiben and sprechen are given in the 
form of the polite imperative (Sie-Imperativ). The accusative complement (Sätze) from the first 
component of the formulation and the manner of action adverbial from the second component are 
semantically relevant (im Kurs). The illustrative function of the formulation is expressed only by 
means of graphic notation of the example. There are no example pointers. Special attention should be 
paid to the subheadings of the tasks, which briefly express the goals and objectives of the tasks 
(Nomen: Akkusativ) or define the thematic range of the vocabulary used in the task (Ein Essen planen: 
einkaufen, kochen).  

In the example below of educational instructions for a conditional speech grammatical task, the 
incentive function is expressed in the first component by an imperative sentence, and in the second 
component by a special question that softens the prescription. The common learning object of the two 
components of the formulation is the table located between the components. An indication of the 
contents of the table is given in the second component using the adverbial mode of action “wie in den 
Beispiel”. The illustrative block of information in the second component of the formulation is part of 
the orienting one. It is noteworthy that the second component of the formulation encourages the 
addressee to both perform a transformation of the general educational object (“Markieren Sie die 
Perfektformen in 2b”), which implements the intertextuality function of the microtext of the 
formulation, and leads to the transformation of a new educational object (“ergänzen Sie die Regeln.”): 

b. Schreiben Sie die Perfektformen aus 2a und die passenden Infinitive in die Tabelle.  
c. Was fдllt auf? Markieren Sie die Perfektformen in 2b wie in den Beispielen und ergдnzen Sie die 
Regeln. (DaF kompakt A1-B1, S. 47) 

The following microtext of the educational formulation of a conditional speech grammar task is 
extremely informative, which is a characteristic feature of the textbook Lerngrammatik für 
Studienvorbereitung, intended for students of language specialties: 

Bitte formen Sie das Partizipialattribut in einen Relativsatz um. Gehen Sie dabei in zwei Schritten 
vor: Bilden Sie zuerst die einfachere Form mit sein+zu+Inf., erst danach bilden Sie den Relativsatz 
im Passiv und suchen das passende Modalverb dazu. (Lerngrammatik fьr Studienvorbereitung, S. 58) 

In this microtext of the formulation of a conditional speech exercise, the first sentence indicates the 
task that the addressee needs to solve. The following sentence details the addressee's algorithm of 
actions. The motivation is expressed using imperative sentences, using the polite form of the 
imperative and performative verbs umformen, bilden, dazusuchen, characteristic of instructions for 
conditional speech tasks. The first sentence uses the contact word bitte, which is typical of the 
wording in this textbook. Linguistic terms (das Partizipialattribut, Relativsatz, die einfachere Form 
mit sein+zu+Inf., Passiv, das Modalverb) are information-intensive units of text that play the role of 
semantic supports, as well as the role of intermediaries between the student and the scientific 
community. 
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Thus, as in the analysis of simple formulations of conditional speech tasks, in the analysis of 
compound formulations we in most cases dealt with tasks that train the skill of using grammatical 
forms. For the textbook Lerngrammatik zur Studienvorbereitung, the presence of conditional speech 
grammatical tasks is most typical due to the fact that the main goal of this textbook is to teach students 
of language specialties the skills of conscious use of grammatical forms. 
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